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LETTER

FROM CNO

Letter from Chief Nursing Officer
Melanie Smith-Fortney, MSN, RN, NEA-BC
Chief Nursing Officer and Vice President of Patient
Care Services

UPMC Shadyside is an organization that leads by example and shines in times of challenge and adversity. In 2021, we
were faced with the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, and the national nursing shortage. Through these challenges, the
Shadyside staff have been steadfast in delivering expert care to our patients, improving patient outcomes, and
enhancing the patient experience.
The innovative collaboration across the health system to create new programs in response to our recruitment and
retention challenges has been substantial. Enhancements in pay practices, building new programs to meet the needs of
staff and hospital operations, and the improvements to the My Nursing Career ladder
reflect the initial efforts to address the changing healthcare climate.
UPMC Shadyside is about to embark on our fourth Magnet® journey. The ANCC only
recognizes staff who have enhanced clinical expertise and are engaged in their nursing
practice. Navigating organizational culture and instilling positive energy into our work
environment sparks change and amplifies an empowered atmosphere. Shadyside is
among the less than 9% of U.S. hospitals that hold Magnet® designation.
I am so proud of our many accomplishments and look forward to 2022 being a year of
rebuilding, collegial partnerships, and advancing our nursing practice at UPMC
Shadyside.
My sincere thanks,

Melanie

Meet Your Chief Nursing Officer
Melanie Smith-Fortney, MSN, RN, NEA-BC
Hometown: Linesville, PA
Husband: Shawn
Children: Sydni and Kendall
Pets: Duncan and Armani
Nursing Schools:
Nursing Diploma St. Vincent Health Center School of
Nursing
BSN Waynesburg University
MSN Waynesburg University
Currently enrolled in DNP program at Walden University
Favorite quote: Shine so brightly that others can see their way out of the dark
Favorite song: Sweet Child O’ Mine – Guns N’ Roses
Hobby/interests: weekend walks with a group of close friends; loves to try new recipes
and restaurants; all other things on hold until DNP is completed!

Duncan

Armani
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UPMC Shadyside is currently a 481-bed tertiary acute care hospital that has been serving
the residents of Pittsburgh and the tri-state area since 1866.
UPMC Shadyside offers primary medical care; physician and nursing education; and a
broad range of specialties that include Heart and Vascular medicine, Oncology, Geriatrics,
Orthopedics, Gynecology, Endocrinology and more. UPMC Shadyside’s medical staff
includes nearly 1,000 primary care physicians and specialists, many of whom have offices
at the hospital and throughout the community.

ABOUT
UPMC
SHADYSIDE

UPMC Shadyside provides a full range of health care services, including inpatient, outpatient, and emergency care,
as well as highly specialized diagnostic and treatment procedures. The combination of high-tech medicine and
compassionate care touches every one of the thousands of patients who enter UPMC Shadyside each year.
UPMC Shadyside first received our Magnet® Designation from the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC)
in 2010. We received our second in 2015 and third in 2020. Only 8.9% of hospitals nationwide have received
Magnet® status, one of the highest achievements an organization can obtain in professional nursing.

A Care Delivery Model is the framework for nursing and
interdisciplinary patient care. The role of the staff utilizing knowledge
and evidence is recognized, and the impact on patient care is evident.
Nurses have control over staffing and scheduling processes and work
in collaboration with interdisciplinary partners to achieve optimum
patient care. The autonomous nurse makes judgments on how care is
provided based on the unique needs of the patient and family. Staff at
all levels analyze data and use national benchmarks to gain a
comparative perspective on their performance and the care the
patients receive.

UPMC Shadyside hosted our 6th annual All Council Conference in a virtual setting to highlight the
outstanding contributions of our Shared Leadership councils. By having the virtual option, the All-Council
Conference attendees could log on and view the conference at their convenience to have as little impact on
our staffing level as possible. We are optimistic that we will be able to reconvene the All-Council
Conference in-person in 2022 and appreciate everyone being so understanding and flexible during such fluid
times.
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NURSING
STRATEGIC
PLAN

Nursing Strategic Plan
Lauren Christy, PhD, MSN, RN, NEA-BC
Magnet® Program Director,
UPMC Shadyside

Each year we collectively reflect on the needed services of the hospital a
patient, family, and staff perspective. The UPMC Shadyside Nursing Strategic
Plan 2020-2025 reflects nurses’ collaborative efforts to improve the patient experience, quality
outcomes, and staff engagement. The strategic plan determines how our nursing profession is

directed and create processes to attain our end goals. This plan changes every year and can be
modified with the changing healthcare arena.
UPMC System-Wide Strategic Goals are cascaded down to our hospital and refined to meet the needs
our UPMC Shadyside’s patient and staff populations. The hospital goals are coordinated by our shared
leadership councils and developed by our front-line staff. The Strategic Plan has four Pillars to focus
our nursing efforts: Service, People, Quality, and Finance.
Each of the pillars encompasses a nursing goal, strategic initiative, and empirical outcomes. The
measurements are for the assurance that UPMC Shadyside is leading through data analytics, evidence
-based practice, and research.
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Magnet® Journey Update
Lauren Christy, PhD, MSN, RN, NEA-BC
Magnet® Program Director, UPMC Shadyside

MAGNET®
JOURNEY
UPDATE

UPMC Shadyside is undergoing our 4th Magnet® designation.
Magnet® Designation is prestigious. Only 8.9% of hospitals in the country received this
designation. This is a rigorous process with thousands of data points for patient satisfaction,
quality outcomes and staff engagement. Not only is the quantity of information UPMC
Shadyside must provide a large portion of the process, but it also needs to be partnered with
numerous examples of nursing excellence.

UPMC Shadyside nurses wants to maintain our Magnet® designation. Research has shown
that it is the right thing to do for our patients and our peers. Organizations that achieve the
Magnet® recognition tend to have lower morbidity and mortality rates, infection and
complication rates, and lower turnover and safety related incidents. We strive for excellence in
our hospital. Keeping our patients, families, and each other safe is our top priority coupled with
the highest level of quality care and compassion. We encompass this goal in our Professional
Practice Model: Rooted in Caring, guided by Innovation. It is schematic description of our
nursing practice of how together we collaborate and provide the best care for our patients.
Now, let us put our sails at our backs with the wind at our feet and journey into our “4-Ever
Journey” toward our fourth Magnet® designation!
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COVID-19
Prevention
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UPMC Shadyside Staff Respite Rooms
Sherri Jones, MS, MBA, RDN, LDN, SSGB, CPHQ, FAND
Senior Improvement Specialist
Enormous challenges have been faced by healthcare workers with the COVID-19 pandemic and
the subsequent impact on staffing shortages. The stress can become overbearing at times, but
healthcare workers must keep serving our patients even in the face of stress. A timely psychology
journal article states “It is imperative that we develop novel tools to assist healthcare workers in
dealing with the significant additional stress…as a result of the pandemic” (Putrino 2020). It goes on
to report a 59.6% reduction in staff-reported stress with recharge rooms.
With the surge of the pandemic at the start of 2021, our UPMC Presbyterian Shadyside leadership team advocated for the
creation of respite rooms for staff and care providers to take a quick break and recharge in a safe, socially distanced space.
Various geographical locations were identified keeping in mind the units housing majority of our COVID patient
population. As a result, a total of 6 staff respite rooms are available for use 24 hours a day. The following is a list of the
locations at UPMC Shadyside…
Respite Room Location
5 West (MICU)
1st Fl. West Wing Volunteer Suite

Details
ID badge access; coordinated by nursing unit
Punch code access (9-8-7)

ED South Connector Hallway

Punch code access (9-8-7)

4 East Family Lounge
6 West (BMT)

Punch code access (9-8-7)
Limited to oncology staff use; coordinated by nursing unit

4 West (NSICU/SICU)

ID badge access

These respite rooms are furnished with a recliner or massage chair and a variety of amenities to create a relaxing
multisensory environment. They are also stocked with single serve food/beverage refreshments, thanks to the Food and
Nutrition Department. The rooms are designed for individual use with requirement to wipe down surfaces before leaving
to sanitize between uses. A visit log was created for each room to capture day/time, position role, and any qualitative
comments from those visiting the rooms.
Based on the visit logs there have been hundreds of visits recorded for each room with various positions utilizing the
rooms including approximately: 15% providers (MDs/APPs), 69% nursing services, and 16% ancillary staff. Use of the
rooms continue to occur at all hours with approximately: 50% daylight, 20% evening, and 30% night shifts. Many positive
comments have been shared including “This was amazing…exactly what I needed, and I will definitely be coming back. We
need more of these rooms!”
The staff respite rooms were made possible by generous funding
from the Shadyside Hospital Foundation. And many individuals have
been involved in the planning, constructing, and/or ongoing
maintenance of the respite rooms including Regulatory, Infection
Prevention, Maintenance and Engineering, Environmental Services,
Food and Nutrition, Physician THRIVE program, Volunteer Services,
and the Employee Engagement Committee.
Reference: Putrino D, Ripp J, Herrera JE, Cortes M, Kellner C, Rizk D
and Dams-O’Connor K (2020). Multisensory, Nature-Inspired
Recharge Rooms Yield Short-Term Reductions in Perceived Stress
Among Frontline Healthcare Workers. Front. Psychol. 11:560833.
doi: 10.3389/fpsyg.2020.560833
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Essential Services Council Achievements
Chair: Kurt Weber
Co-Chair: Dante Donato
Out and About (helping guests get to where they need to be through
the hospital)







Cook dinner for the Family House (Shadyside
Location)
Safety room checks to reduce falls and get major
repairs done
Coat and Sock Drive
Review Patient Comments from Press Ganey /
HCAHPS Reports – Implementing Changes
ESC Quarterly Award established September 2020
and is awarded quarterly. Through group
collaboration, this program has also been implemented at UPMC Altoona.

Evidence Based Practice and Research Council
Chair: Christopher Boyle, BSN, RN, CMSRN
Co-Chair: Kelly Thompson, BSN


Alcohol Withdrawal Tool


The wanted to find a validated assessment tool for patients in
alcohol withdrawal. They found several tools that would be
better than the current unvalidated tool that we currently use.
The council’s research found that there was also better ways to manage alcohol withdrawal
than the current use of Ativan. The CIWA-Ar is a validated 10-question tool that they
suggest be used in combination with a phenobarbital taper in the management of patients
undergoing alcohol withdrawal. Currently this topic is being investigated.



Health Literacy


This group sough to find out if a health literacy screen tool could help to identify individuals
with low health literacy. They found that there were not many studies done on this as of
yet. However, they did find a few validated tools that could be of use to help us identify
patients at risk for low health literacy.



Oncology Falls


This subcommittee looked specifically at the oncology population. They investigated if
involving the patient in oncology-focused fall assessments helped to reduce the number of
falls involved with this population. They found that there was a validated tool, (the
7

Cleveland Clinic Capone-Albert (CC-CA) fall risk score), and

that although there wasn’t a lot of research specifically in this
population they did find that patients often underestimate
their fall risk. They have now begun a quality improvement
project that seeks to determine if the patient involvement in

SHARED
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this population will indeed help to reduce falls.


Oral Care


This group investigated whether a tool for oral assessments would help to minimize the
incidence of hospital acquired pneumonia (HAP). They found that the “Beck’s Oral Care
Tool” can help to reduce HAP. They then moved forward to collaborate with University of
Pittsburgh’s Dental School to develop a quality project. This project is still in its early
phases but it involves an assessment upon admission as well as a trigger for a dental
consult.



Journal clubs continued for education and sharing to units.



Council members had the opportunity to participate in Graphical User Interface focus groups as
part of the ‘Machine Learning of Physiological Variable to Predict Diagnose and Treat
Cardiorespiratory Instability’ study conducted by the University of Pittsburgh and sponsored by
National Institutes of Health.



Promotion of system journal club series participation with CEU incentive, research component,
and continued promotion of EBP & R concepts.

Professional Practice and Development Council Achievements
Chair: Katie Falcioni, MSN
Co-Chair: Kristen George, BSN, TNCC
The Professional Practice and Development Council
continued to put Hourly Rounding at the forefront of our meetings
despite being virtual. Early in the year we revisited Hourly
Rounding and reviewed the why behind it. With the input of our
PPDC members, as well as results from peer interviews, we were
able to develop a tip sheet to aid in proper hourly rounding on the units. As the hospital champions for
Hourly Rounding we were also able to help conduct simulation labs (with Lauren Charles), to train the
Unit Directors on validating Hourly Rounding . To keep the council up to date, Manju Jain often
presents our patient experience scores and explains how we are progressing as a hospital. Each month
a PPDC member is asked to report on their units Hourly Rounding progress. This report allows the
council to discuss different strategies to overcome barriers related to hourly rounding.
In addition to Hourly Rounding work, we continued with our monthly agenda items including
patient safety, wound and ostomy care, infection control and policy updates. This allowed council
members to have the most up to date information to disseminate to their units/departments.
8
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Procedural Ambulatory Council Achievements
Chair: Radune Mautz, BSN
Co-Chair: Breanna Unger, CEN



Chair – Radune Mautz (Non-Invasive Cardiology)



Co-chair – Breanna Unger (Emergency Department)



Appointed Leadership Facilitators – Michelle Vita and Kim
Fallon. Megan Liston had to withdraw from participation
due a role change.



New Administrative Sponsor – Kitty Zell



Ongoing Innovation support from Sherri Jones



Multiple presentations of awareness from supporting
departments including routine Infection Protection, Transport, Patient Safety, HR and many
others.



Top project suggestions for 2020: Negate the Wait – ready to launch and educate departments



New Initiative – Ambulatory / Transport / Inpatient Unit Collaboration



Continue to collaborate with the Presbyterian PAC to share topics and project ideas

Quality and Safety Council Achievements
Chair: Bryan McKelvey, RN, BS
Co-Chair: Stephanie Montemurro, RN, BSN, CMSRN
Our council came up with Project "Stoplight," to develop the five sub-committees that the council
felt should be focuses for bedside staff. Each month, our council would identify issues/problems/
concerns. We would then discuss these to determine if they were achievable for solutions. From
there, each of the five sub-committees picked a topic that was achievable, and this became a group
project for that sub-committee.


Our Patient Experience sub-committee is focusing on improving the discharge process over the
weekend and off-hours to avoid missing out on discharging an appropriate patient. Our council spoke
with the Care Management team and Home Health care team multiple times to determine the best
way to educate staff regarding the discharge process. The Home Health care team is working on
creating a tip sheet to share with the council that can be disseminated to all to help guide them
through the discharge process. More is to come from this sub-committee.
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Our Patient Safety sub-committee is focusing on our increase in
HAPIs (Hospital Acquired Pressure Injuries) in the hospital and what we
can do to educate all staff to ensure that our HAPI rates begin to
decrease. This sub-committee contains a member of the WOC team that
allows the council to have the most current data on our HAPI rates. They
are currently working on developing education for the staff to get "back
to the basics" when it comes to preventative skin care measures.


SHARED
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The Communication sub-committee is focusing on improving the
communication/reporting out between inpatient units and outpatient


units. The sub-committee is working with the Procedural Ambulatory Council on how to improve this
communication between the different units. More is to come from this partnership.
The Education sub-committee focused on creating a survey for inpatient RNs to complete, that
determined which foci of education the staff wanted. The sub-committee sent out the survey to all
staff and received significant feedback regarding which educational topics the staff wanted. Since the
survey was completed, the Education Department created a more refined survey to further hone in on
these educational topics.


The Operations sub-committee fields issues/problems/concerns from the rest of the council
regarding operational topics each month. Operational topics that were discussed and addressed were
maintenance issues, housekeeping issues, supply chain issues, dietary issues, and equipment issues. As
a topic comes up, the members of this sub-committee reach out to the correct Directors, Managers,
Clinicians, etc... to figure out a solution to the issue that was brought up and then present the
information that they received back to the rest of the council.


The council partnered with our Improvement Specialists, Kelly Sines and Trish George, for Patient
Safety Week from March 15th to 19th. A table was set up in the cafeteria in which members were
able to provide education to staff, patients, and guests regarding what our hospital does for patient
safety and how to protect the patients. There was also tea cart rounding to help educate staff that
were unable to make it to the cafeteria.




The council partnered with the Infection Prevention team to do a CAUTI audit in July. The council
members were responsible for doing an audit in which catheter care was assessed on each of their
units. The council members interviewed nurses on the units regarding how they provide catheter care
and helped educate the staff regarding any tips on how to properly care and maintain a catheter to
prevent infections. More information will be coming from this audit.
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Night and Weekend Council Achievements
Chair: Michael Archer, BSN
Co-Chair: Stephanie Green, BSN
We are a group with a Passion that calls us
toward a Mission of ensuring the well-being of
Patients and Families during the “Off-Shift”



Successfully partnered with the Essential Services Council through the
Essential Services Award



By reviewing the monthly burst reports and adopter questions, we have
been able to improve methods of enhancing the patient experience



Achieved our primary goal of creating two dynamic and productive subcommittees

Transformational Leadership Council Achievements
Chair: Kelly Nicely, MSN, CCRN
Co-Chair: Lindsay Pegher, MSN, RN-BC
The purpose and mission of the Transformational Leadership
Council is to earn the satisfaction of our customers, the respect
and trust of those who govern us and the pride of our employees;
to be a resource to our staff, patients and families; to attract,
develop, motivate and retain a workforce within a supportive
environment. And to provide leadership while supporting the
mission, vision, and values of the organization.
Here are some of the highlights from 2021:


Enhancement to Staff Satisfaction, Retention & Patient Care Initiatives.
11

Pay Practice Initiatives
 UD Stop Light Report
 HR representation at TLC meetings
 PCT Career Ladder
 Worked with Interdisciplinary teams to smoothly transition from inperson to virtual learning/meetings, etc.
 Worked with informatics and nursing administration to ensure
Shared Leadership meetings were continued during the height
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of the pandemic.
Transition to LBP budgeting system
 LBP program is functional and works well. Allows finance department to have broader
picture of what is happening on the units.
 Served as Council Facilitators
 This year’s council service project was the Oklahoma Tornado Disaster Relief Fund
 We raised $280 for the tornado relief.


For 2022, we would like to welcome Erin O’Brien and Heidi Stoichkova as our new chair and co-chair.

Informatics and Technology Council Achievements
Chair: Pamela King, CCRN
Co-Chair: Cecelia Carson, MSN
As we end 2021, we continue Teams and have dropped down to the onehour meeting length.
We still have managed to accomplish a full agenda.


We started with a visit from Cerner to prepare for the move to
Modernization which is a move away from the customizations made
by UPMC. This will help with smoother updates and roll outs.



Surge documentation which was rolled out to help minimize charting
during busy times lasted for a few months and recently returned.



Zebra medication scanners were rolled out with a few bumps, which were soon corrected.



Help Desk speedy clinical Hotline


Option 1 Cerner (Core and CHP)



Option 2 Epic



Option 3 other clinical applications



Reviewed Downtime process with a power point presentation by council members



Tele-sitter replacement with Cerner observer



Care Aware Connect is back in the works (Phone solution)



EPIC Care will be replacing Medipac



Presentation of TEAMS function to help with understanding teams functionality



Ended the year with an on-line holiday meeting sporting festive holiday sweaters.



On the top of everyone’s wish list is to move back to in person meetings
12
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UPMC Shadyside prides itself on the exemplary care given to patients and values
the excellence of the nursing staff providing this care. One way to acknowledge
this excellence is through encouraging our eligible clinical nurses to achieve a
certification in their specialty. By achieving certification, it demonstrates to
patients, employers, and the public that the nurse’s knowledge, skills, and
abilities meet the rigorous national standards and reflects a deep commitment
to patient safety. Today, there are over 100 different nursing specialty
certification exams available. UPMC supports our nurses’ efforts and will
reimburse the nurse when he/she successfully completes the certification exam.
Certification is part of our professional development process and promotion
with in the My Nursing Career Ladder. Currently UPMC Shadyside has a
certification rate of 31.09%

NURSING CERTIFICATIONS
AGPCNP
Annemarie Carr

CNE
Corie Schultheis
Anne Sillaman

ANPD
Nicole Anzio

CNOR
Kelly Dorsch

CACNE
Karen Larkin

COCN
Michael Gallant

CCM
Donna Kefalos

CPPS
Trish George
Jill Kelley
Kelly Sines

CCRN
Nicole Aguilar
Mackenzie Bernstein
(Meese)
Tyler Blake
Denise Clapper
Jacob Kingzett
Rachel Stone

CST
Ga’Meisha Griffin
CWCN
Amy Folk
CWON
Patricia Harris
FNP-C
Devin Zydel
Medical Coding
Laschall Brown

CPT
Mckharia Kennedy

NE-BC
Lenore Esposito

CSRN
Katlyn Healy
Ron Kaclik
Brenda Kunselman

OCN
Lara Mack
Caitlyn Miller

CEN
Denise Abernethy
CGRN
Megan Liston
CMSRN
Jessica Azzarello
Cayla Donahue
Madison Grabowski
CNA
Rabia Sayfat
Nicole Thompson
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OSW-C
Czarina Kulick
PCCN
Kelly Price
PHRN
Ryan Root
RRT
John Charney
Shirley Hartsock
VA-BC
Diana Robinson
WCC
Michael Gallant
WTA-C
Kayla Mistick

UPMC Shadyside also supports professional development through nurses
obtaining a higher degree of nursing. UPMC provides many resources and tools
to support our nurses pursuit of their higher education. Through the programs
and benefits offered as part of our Total Rewards program, nurses can advance
their degree, with features that include, tuition assistance benefits and tuition
discounts through various higher education institutions. These opportunities
can broaden our nurses’ knowledge and skill set while also advancing the nurse
through the My Nursing Career Ladder. Currently, our nursing workforce with a
minimum Bachelor’s of Science in Nursing (BSN), through the Master’s degree
and Doctorate level is 66.73%

STRUCTURAL
EMPOWERMENT

NURSING DEGREES
ADN
Community College of
Allegheny County
Samantha Wampler
BSN
California University of
Pennsylvania
Josie Joseph
Jessica Strothers
Capella University
Crystal Brenneman
Olivia Iseman
Amy Sorce
Mackenzie Whalen
Chamberlain University
Edward Baitt

Jessica Shore
Shannon Wachter
Pennsylvania State
University
Rebecca Jackman
Cassidy Testa
Robert Morris University
Alexa Marchisotto
University of Pittsburgh
Margaret Given
Velez College of Nursing,
Philippines
Weenah Hassan

Waynesburg University
Kayla Mistick
Christine Simon
Abbigail Vasko
DNP
University of Pittsburgh
Annemarie Carr
Michelle Markle
EdD, High Education
Management
University of Pittsburgh
Santa (Sandy) Lake
MHA
Point Park University
Tara Dreano

Walden University
Donna Kearney

Chatham University
Kacee McKnight
Michelle O’Brien
Duquesne University
Emilia Palatucci
Messiah University
Joelle Hickey
Ohio State University
Alexander Kneisly
Ohio University
Michelle Haracznak
Katelyn Hill
Caroline Hochstetler
Jacob Kingzett
Cortney Pritchard
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MSN
California University of
Pennsylvania
Mary Assenat
Shuhong Gao
Capella University
Pattie Gabriel
Jonathan Miller
Jennifer Reinecker
Carlow University
MaryKate Meagher
Chatham University
Tiffany McCutcheon
Western Governors University
Robert Eckels

STRUCTURAL
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UPMC Shadyside encourages our nurses to consistently evaluate our
current nursing practices. Through this evaluation we often discover
opportunities to improve our practices that are beneficial to our patients
as well as our nursing workforce. When the outcomes support the
efforts of our new and innovative practices our nurses look to share our
best practices with colleagues, locally, regionally, nationally, and even
internationally. One way to share our best practices is by presenting at
various conferences either as a panelist, podium, or poster presenter.

PANEL PRESENTATIONS
Carr, A., Novosel, L, Karaiuki, J. and Danford, C. Panel Discussion. DNP Public Presentation at
University of Pittsburgh, 25 June 2021, Pittsburgh, PA.

PODIUM PRESENTATIONS
Hanchett, S. (2021 September). Hourly Rounding. Southwestern Pennsylvania Organization of Nurse
Leaders (SWPONL). Farmington, PA
Lakdawala, L. (2021, April). ABPANC Certification/ Recertification Insights. American Society of
Perianesthesia Nurses National Conference. Orlando, FL.
Mathews, C. (2021, September). Ostomies with Focus on Peristomal Skin Complications. 8th Annual
Comprehensive Wound Care Symposium: Evidence-Based Therapies and Techniques. Virtual
Mininni, N. (2021, September). It Takes the "A" Team: Building a Centralized Telemetry Unit in Under
30 Days. Southwestern Pennsylvania Organization of Nurse Leaders (SWPONL). Farmington, PA
Spiering, K. and Weisgerber, A. (2021, December). From Potholes to Pavement: Driving DCD
Performance through Specialized Hospital Teams. The Alliance for Organ Donation &
Transplantation's Virtual Town Hall Series. Virtual
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POSTER PRESENTATIONS
Lakdawala, L., Mellinger, U., Aromatherapy to the Rescue for
Postoperative Nausea and Vomiting. Poster presented at American
Society Perianesthesia Nurses (ASPAN) Annual Conference, April 2021;
Orlando, FL

STRUCTURAL
EMPOWERMENT

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS IN PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Professional organizations can be beneficial to all nurses since these organizations can close the loop between
the clinical nursing practice and outside influences that impact nursing. Whether one has a passion for a
particular organization or one wants to expand their knowledge for their specialty there are various professional
organizations that UPMC Shadyside nurses belong to locally, regionally, nationally, and even internationally.
Participation in such organizations shows a true commitment to the nursing profession and the following
nurses are actively leading various professional organizations in some capacity.
American Board of Perianesthesia Nursing Certification (ABPANC)
Linda Lakdawala, DNP, RN, CPAN
Secretary/ Treasurer
Greater Pittsburgh Chapter of the Oncology Nursing Society
Jamilyn Kennell, MSN RN OCN
Treasurer
Pennsylvania Association of PeriAnesthesia Nurses
Ursula Mellinger, BSN, CPAN, CAPA
President and Education Committee Chair
16

2020 ACES RECIPIENTS
At UPMC, we work alongside incredibly dedicated and passionate
people who make Life Changing Medicine happen every day. Among
all our great teams and individuals, our Award for Commitment and
Excellence in Service (ACES) winners shine as champions of Our
Values, exhibiting excellence in everything they do, and going above
and beyond to serve our patients, our members, our communities, and

STRUCTURAL
EMPOWERMENT

each other. Our ACES winners have set themselves apart as our very best. Our 2020 ACES winners join
the ranks of less than 1% of UPMC employees who receive this exclusive honor every year. Most
incredibly, in a year filled with extraordinary adversity, our awardees rose to the occasion like only they
could. To all of our 2020 ACES winners, thank you for making your team members and leaders proud. On
behalf of UPMC, congratulations on this incredible honor.

Michael Blotzer
CT Technologist Specialist

Marjorie Carter
Senior Medical Laboratory
Technician

Anthony Lind
Working Foreperson

Katie Falcioni
Clinician

David Stanislaw
Journeyman / Plumber

Jill Fink
Senior Professional Staff
Nurse

Jessica Zupancic
Lead Patient Care Technician

Aces Recipients not pictured:
•

Lamar MATTOX Intermediate Pharmacy Technician, Shadyside

https://upmchs.sharepoint.com/sites/infonet/UPMCExperience/Recognition/Pages/Above-and Beyond.aspx

https://upmchs.sharepoint.com/sites/infonet/UPMCExperience/Recognition/ACES/Pages/default.aspx

DAISY Award
https://upmchs.sharepoint.com/sites/infonet/UPMCExperience/Recognition/Pages/DAISY-Award.aspx
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2021 ABOVE AND BEYOND RECIPIENTS
UPMC Shadyside in collaboration with UPMC offers many
opportunities to honor the outstanding contributions from our
associates. The Above and Beyond program acknowledges quarterly
our associates who go out of their way to provide service Above and
Beyond the expectations of our patients, guests, and one another.

STRUCTURAL
EMPOWERMENT

Anthony Artis
Environmental Services
Associate

Michael Blotzer
CT Technologists Specialist
PETCT Radiology

Jordan Huffman, RN, BSN
Professional Staff Nurse
SICU

Aswad Kafele
Care Attendant
Shadyside Resource Pool

Lindsay Pegher
Unit Director
7 Main

Fatu Sheriff, RN
Professional Staff Nurse
NICU

Thomas Turnell,
Senior K-9 Officer
& Edo (K-9 Officer)

Brenda Watkins
Info Representative Lead
Shadyside Volunteer
Services

Honorable Mentions:
3 Main
Jennifer Reinecker, Clinician
6 Main
Amy Bisesi, Clinician
Jeanette DiMuccio, Clinician
Anna Jin, RN, BSN
Danielle Shirev, PCT
Lynette Simmons, PCT
7 Main
Shannon Grainy, RN

4 Pavilion
Joseph Chau, PCT
Jamie Essay, RN
Nicole McAllister, RN
Riley McGrady, Clinician
Jessica Olsen, RN, BSN
Natalie Phillips, RN
3 West
Sabina Lemo, Lead PCT
Radiology
Asheley Vercauteren, RN, BSN
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Physician
Matthew Holtzman, MD
Jing Zhou Hou, MD

2 South
Staff
7 Main
Staff
Matthew Holtzman, MD
Team
Jing Zhou Hou, MD
Team

AWARD
2020-2021 DAISY AWARD RECIPIENTS
RECIPIENTS
AWARD

Kelly Morgan, Professional Staff Nurse, 7 Main
Connor Link, Professional Staff Nurse, 4 Main
Connor Link, Professional Staff Nurse, 4 Main
Caitlyn Miller, Sr. Professional Staff Nurse, 7 Main
Morgan Fisher, Sr. Professional Staff Nurse, PACU
Kelli Dela Cruz, Sr. Professional Staff Nurse, 4 Main
Edward Baitt, Sr. Professional Staff Nurse, MICU*
* Title and business unit reflect position at the time of Daisy nomination

The DAISY Award is awarded through the Daisy Foundation. The DAISY Foundation is in
honor of Patrick Barnes who died at age 33 from the auto-immune disease ITP (Idiopathic
Thrombocytopenic Purpura). Patrick’s family was by his side during his courageous battle
against ITP and acknowledged the compassionate care he received from nurses throughout
his final days.
The DAISY Award® was created by the Barnes family as a “thank you” to nurses everywhere.
Currently, there are 5,000 healthcare facilities and schools of nursing in all 50 states and 31
international countries participating in the program. Nurses can be nominated by anyone in
the organization—patients, family members, other nurses, physicians, and other clinicians
and staff—anyone who experiences or observes the compassionate care provided by a nurse.
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Every DAISY has petals extending from its core that makes it the perfect flower. The PETALS
(Professional Exemplar That Actively Lends Support) Care Partner Award Program is a meaningful
recognition program for extraordinary care partners such as Nursing Assistants (NAs), Patient Care
Technicians (PCTs), Advanced Patient Care Technicians (APCTs), Health Unit Coordinators (HUCs),
Care Attendant, and Telesitter. The PETALS award is sponsored by UPMC Shadyside Nursing

Administration to recognize those who partner with nurses in caring for our patients and families.
The award recognizes those who emulate the Core Values of UPMC. The description for the PETALS
acronym is used to help in the nominations / selection process.

P – Passion / Compassion
E – Exemplary interdisciplinary relationships
T – Trust and Teamwork of families, patients, and peers
A – Admirable attributes possessed
L – Learner
S – Selflessness
Congratulations to UPMC Shadyside’s 2021 Petal Award Winners:

Keisha Andrews-Mcalpin

Shaytell McKissick

Michael Stakey

Winners will each receive a PETALS Awardee pin presented by Nursing Leadership. As nurses, we rely on our
care partners as part of our team in getting the work done and impacting the patient experience. To submit a
nomination, please search “PETALS Award” on Infonet.
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2021 Nursing Awards

Rookie of the Year
Krista Liokareas
7 West

Distinguished Nurse Award
Mary Jo Stephan
3 East

Donate Life Award
Jessica Loveridge
NSICU

HUC Star Award
Tina Fullum
3 East

Case Manager Award
Kimberly Zabrowski
Care Management

APN Clinical Award
Wendy Lucas
Nursing Education

Advanced Practice Manager Award
Radune Mautz
Non-Invasive Cardiology

Quality & Safety Award
Joanna Hamill
3 West

NA/PCT Care Award
Anthony Zelina
Resource Pool
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Employee Resource Groups
Roshni Bag, MBA
Director of Operations

STRUCTURAL
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Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) are UPMC sponsored networks of employees that form based on shared
characteristics or backgrounds. ERG members often share common ties, including their job roles, background,
ethnicity, race, gender, etc. ERGs can serve as a forum for:

•
•
•

Community-building
Input to improve employee, patient, member, and community experiences
Engagement in business opportunities and challenges

UPMC Presbyterian Shadyside’s ERG for People of
Color and Allies was introduced in summer 2020
following the community protests surrounding the
death of George Floyd. The group has quickly gained
traction across both campuses and consists of 100+
enrolled members with 35-40 active members
contributing regularly. The goal of the UPMC
Presbyterian Shadyside Employees of Color & Allies
ERG group is to provide a forum to discuss topics of
diversity and inclusion, to collaboratively promote
creating a better workplace for employees of color,
and to help our hospitals better serve patients of
color. In Pittsburgh, PA 20% of our population is
made up of people of color. A focus of this group also
includes working to see this demographic makeup represented across all levels of employment, with a focus on
managerial and executive development and recruitment for POCs.
The group is led by co-chairs, Roshni Bag and Dana Smith-Thompson and consists of three subcommittees Cultural Celebrations, Professional
Development & Mentoring, and Patient
Experience. The ERG group meets
virtually the third Tuesday of the month
from 12 – 1 PM. The group is actively
seeking new members of all demographics
to join. If you are interested in joining,
please contact Roshni Bag or Dana
Thompson-Smith.
The UPMC Presbyterian Shadyside ERG
have connected with the system Nursing
Inclusion Council. The group has
participated in a variety of activities
including PRIDE events, Kneeling against
Racism, Black History Month celebrations,
and has hosted various leaders of color
from around the UPMC health system to serve as speakers during its monthly meetings.
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The Year of the UPMC Employee
Lauren Wolff, BS, LSSGB
Project Manager

Recruitment

UPMC Health Services Division is focused on retaining our staff as well as recruiting
more people into our talent network. “We hear you. We know interventions are
needed to retain our talented teams and recruit new physicians and health care
workers at UPMC. While this is not a problem unique to UPMC, we are confident
that we can and must come up with innovative solutions to address these critical
needs.” Leslie Davis, president, and CEO, UPMC.
At UPMC Shadyside, Melanie Smith-Fortney, Chief Nursing Officer, Vice President of Patient Care Services
assembled various teams to address the needs for our organization. In June, three brainstorming sessions were
held that included Clinical Directors, Directors of Nursing, and Melanie to brainstorm Retention Strategies.
Then in July a group of council representatives from both campuses were identified to participate in a similar
workshop. The results were reported out and many of the identified strategies are in various stages of implementation. Melanie Smith-Fortney along with her Directors of Nursing Ben Morrow and Amy McLaughlin
hosted a follow-up session in November for the council representatives to share many of the programs that had
been implemented because of their input.
New Surgical Technician Program

Increased Commitment Incentive Program

12-month program at UPMC Presbyterian
14 students enrolled in the inaugural class
CCAC & UPMC Respiratory Therapy Program

Casual and Part-time staff that work full time for 6
weeks will receive a financial incentive
Shortening Time-to-Hire

23-month program

14 students enrolled in the augural class
Extra Shift Bonus
Varies based on department vacancy
Sign-on Bonuses

Reducing the number of approvals to post a position
and quickly fill needed roles.
Re-introducing In-Person Interviews & Shadowing
Utilizing peer interviews to enhance the hiring
process
Back-to-Bedside Program

Experienced beside nurses
Central sterile staff
LifeStages Program Enhancements

Incentive nurses to return to the bedside
Various options are available
Off-shift Differential

Now age 60 or older with 10 years of UPMC
Experience to qualify

$2.00/hr for nursing and professional/positions
$1.60/hr for technical positions

Charge Nurse Differential

$1.10/hr for service and clerical positions
My Nursing Career Ladder Enhancements

$1.50/hr
Planned Leave of Absence Coverage

Enhancements are coming soon!
Life Happens Program

Long-term coverage strategy for FMLAs
Flexible Scheduling Opportunities

Short-term scheduling flexibility
Dual Roles

Survey sent to staff to understand scheduling
preferences

Night Shift Educator – new hire support

Nearly 1200 responses
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“Mini Boot Camp…
Leveraging a Virtual Format”
Sherri Jones , MS, MBA, RDN,
LDN, SSGB, CPHQ, FAND
Senior Improvement
Specialist

TRANSFORMATIONAL
LEADERSHIP

At UPMC Presbyterian Shadyside shared governance is used to support the breadth and depth of
nursing practice and promote safe quality patient care. Further, Shared Leadership is our
established nursing practice model and foundation for establishment of best practices. In fact,
shared leadership councils have been rooted in the culture of both campuses for quite some time.
With council term limits, staff unit/department transfers, and professional growth opportunities
there is an ongoing transition of council members and chairs/co-chairs. To support this, a Shared
PROCEDURAL AMBULeadership Mini Boot Camp professional development opportunity was established with the
LATORY
purpose to educate council members/chairs
on ourCOUNCIL
shared leadership model and ensure
engagement in the councils. These Mini Boot Camp sessions have been offered on both campuses
bi-annually since 2018 to all members of UPMC Presbyterian Shadyside shared leadership councils
and unit-based councils.

In 2020, UPMC Presbyterian Shadyside like all healthcare facilities faced challenges with the
COVID-19 pandemic and thus the Mini Boot Camps were put on hold. Council meetings continued
virtually however, and new council members/chairs emerged over time. If nothing else, the
pandemic taught us to be flexible and creative, so a decision was made to offer a virtual Mini Boot
Camp in 2021.
Two separate 2-hour virtual sessions were presented in June 2021 by Lauren Christy, Magnet®
Program Director, and Sherri Jones, Senior Improvement Specialist. A Mentimeter polling
application was incorporated to keep the virtual sessions interactive, and participants engaged.
Approximately 40 council members participated with 29 attendees completing an evaluation, for a
72% response rate. Evaluation respondents included 13 (45%) from UPMC Presbyterian and 16
(55%) from UPMC Shadyside.
All respondents gave a collective 90% score for the question “Overall, the session was valuable.”
And to evaluate the new virtual format, collectively 86% felt the virtual format was effective for
learning with 96% responding that the Mentimeter polling questions were effective to promote
participation. To add, one attendee commented: “The Mini Boot Camp was very well done,
organized and effective. Thank you.”
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Exemplary Quality, Safety and Care leads to
improved patient and staff experiences
Shelley Watters, DNP, RN, NE-BC
Sr. Director, Cultural Excellence

Exemplary
Practice

In the Words of Dr. Patrick Kenny, a nursing colleague from the Pennsylvania
State Nurses Association (PSNA) “Work hard and be kind. Show them what an
excellent nurse you are. Always retain your enthusiasm for nursing and your
patients. Together, we make a difference.”

The goal of nurse leaders within our hospital is to provide the nursing staff an environment where nurses lead and drive changes to make their practice transparent, efficient, and safe for the patients. Nurses
at UPMC Presbyterian Shadyside are provided this dynamic and cultural shift of influence within our
Shared Leadership structure. Our councils exist to empower and engage the nursing staff while coaching them to become leaders at the bedside in the transformational environment they work in. It is a
framework of empowerment with the end goal of providing our patients with the best experience and
for nurses have control over nursing practice and work in collaboration with interdisciplinary partners
to achieve optimum patient care.
Our nurses utilize our Shared Leadership structure to constantly evaluate the way we work. Our Council staff have supported the implementation of Bedside Shift Report (BSSR) over the past 3 years. As
part of BSSR we now include the patient in the conversation about their care at the beginning and end
of each shift. We continue to work toward hardwiring this practice, to the point where it becomes instinctive to every nurse on every shift. Additionally, nurses promote a patient/family centered model of
care that thrives on inter-disciplinary collaboration as well as the partnership of patients and their families. Nurses, doctors, therapists, and other clinicians work together to educate patients on their illnesses, disease processes, and the development of individualized plans of care to enhance the patient’s recovery. Nurses are working to determine the best care delivery model on their unit to provide the most
excellent possible care to patients.
According to the American Nurses Association (ANA), more registered nurse jobs will be available
through 2022 than in any other profession. Many factors contribute to this including, aging population,
aging nurse workforce, and lack of instructors/educators for training to name a few. The decision on
how to best provide care is not “just” an in-patient care issue. Ambulatory care nurses are just as busy
as their in-patient counterparts. UPMC initiated the Bed2Bedside program in 2021, for nurses who
have left the bedside are coming back to assist in providing extra hands on the unit.
We continue our emphasis regarding post discharge phone calls as part of our Care Transitions work.
The intent of the calls is for us to close the loop on the experience the patients had with us while they
were an in-patient in one of our facilities. Many patients and their families are so anxious to get out of
the hospital, that they may not hear everything we are reviewing with them regarding their discharge
instructions. As a result of these calls, we can prevent some re-admissions simply by reiterating the patient’s discharge plans, post hospital and making sure they have what they need once home.
Together we provide quality care that impacts the outcomes related to the patient and staff experience
within our organization. Together we work to care for each other.
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PATIENT CARE
SERVICES
NURSING DIVISION
LEADERS

Melanie Smith-Fortney
Chief Nursing Officer
and Vice President,
Patient Care Services

TRANSFORMATIONAL
LEADERSHIP

Shelley Watters
Sr Director,
Cultural Excellence

Amy McLaughlin
Director, Nursing

Lisa Donahue
Sr Director, Patient
Safety & Innovation

Cindy Conte
Director, Patient Care
Services

Melissa Bruni
Director, Clinical
Operational Informatics

Nicolette Mininni
Director,
Nursing Education

Lauren Christy
Magnet® Program
Director

Sharon Hachett
Clinical Director

Shawn Hennen
Clinical Director

Susan Killmeyer
Clinical Director

Glenn Zinsmeister
Clinical Director
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Staff Respite Rooms
Our healthcare providers and frontline staff have faced enormous challenges in caring for patients
during the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, UPMC Shadyside has set up “Respite Rooms” to provide
some much-needed space to take a quick break and recharge or to decompress in a safe, socially
distanced, private space.
Respite Room Locations:

Location

Details

5 West (MICU)

Currently available; ID badge access; coordinated by nursing UD (Lenore Esposito)

st

Currently available; punch code access (9-8-7)
Weekend/off-shift access code to the outer suite door (4-5-6)
Currently available; punch code access (9-8-7)

1 Fl. West Wing
Volunteer Suite
ED South Connector
Hallway
4 East Lounge
6 West (BMT)
4 West (NSICU)

Currently available; punch code access (9-8-7)
Currently available; coordinated by nursing UD (Andrea Wearden); limit to oncology staff
Currently available; ID badge access

Respite Room Guidelines:
• Available to all staff and providers – intended for staff use ONLY, no visitors or patients
• Individual use only (1 person at a time)
• Request users limit time so others may use the room
• Indicate the room is “In Use” or occupied via door hanger when or wall sign
• Not intended to be used as a lunch break room
• Return all items to their original location and dispose of any trash
• Please disinfect (wipe down) surfaces after use before leaving
• Indicate the room is “Vacant” via door hanger when exiting
• Request that users log their visit on the provided paper form or with smart phone via QR Code
(no personal information collected, only utilized to gauge usage)
Amenities Provided: (may vary by individual room)
•
•
•
•

Recliner chair
Sound machine
Inspirational quotes
Resource handouts

•
•
•
•

Soft lighting
Massage wand
Food refreshments
Hand sanitizer

•
•
•
•

Nature artwork
Aromatherapy stickers
Tissues
Sanitizing wipes

The AODs have location and code access information if needed
SHY Professional Practice and Development Council will assist in maintaining rooms
For questions/comments contact: Sherri Jones (623-3028) jonessl@upmc.edu

Provided with generous grant funding from the Shadyside Hospital Foundation
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Tuition Assistance
For those interested in advancing your careers, consider the below:
Tuition Discounts
As an additional benefit, the following schools provide a tuition discount to UPMC staff. The characteristics and
qualifications of each school’s discount program are unique and are subject to change at any time. We encourage you to investigate the programs directly with the schools listed. UPMC does not maintain any details about
the programs other than the general overviews listed below. UPMC does not endorse, guarantee, solicit, nor
have any interest in any organization listed here. You, as an individual and potential student, are fully responsible for all interactions with these schools.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Sentinel College of Nursing &
Health Sciences at Post University
Aspen University
California University of Pennsylvania
Capella University
Carlow University
Chamberlain University
Chatham University
Community College of Allegheny County
Drexel University
Duquesne University
Eastern University
Elizabethtown School of Graduate and Professional Studies
Gannon University

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geneva College
Grand Canyon University
La Roche College
Mercyhurst University
Messiah University
Penn State Altoona
Pennsylvania College of Health Sciences
Pittsburgh Technical Institute
Point Park University
Robert Morris University
Saint Francis University
Seton Hill University
University of Phoenix
University of Pittsburgh
Walden University

Additional information can be found: https://upmchs.sharepoint.com/sites/infonet/Benefits/
BenefitOptions/TuitionAssistance/Pages/Tuition-Discounts.aspx
Tuition Assistance for Staff
If you are classified as regular full-time, flex full-time, job share, or regular part-time, you are eligible for
tuition assistance upon employment, provided the school term or class date begins on or after the employ-

ment date.
Types of Tuition Assistance for Staff
Tuition advancement allows your eligible tuition assistance benefit to be paid directly to your
school at the beginning of the term.
Tuition reimbursement allows you to pay your school directly at the beginning of the semester,
then request reimbursement for eligible out-of-pocket tuition expenses from UPMC at the
completion of the term.
Additional information can be found: https://upmchs.sharepoint.com/sites/infonet/Benefits/
BenefitOptions/TuitionAssistance/Pages/Tuition-Assistance-for-Staff.aspx
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Employee Assistance
Program
LifeSolutions employee assistance program (EAP)
can help you balance your work and personal needs
to become healthier, happier,and more productive.

You have access to free, 30-minute consultations with a
licensed attorney and/or a certified financial adviser.
During these consultations, you can address:
•

Our trained professionals can help with:
•

issues, and criminal matters.

•

•

•

financial hardships.

•
•

Our interactive website includes thousands of tools to
help you and your family address most major life issues.
Available resources include:

•
•
•

•
•

Our consultation and problem-solving services
include:
•

well-being materials.
•

Short-term coaching and counseling in
person, bytelephone, or via video.

•

health topics, and caregiving.
Financial education tools and legal forms,

•
•

Support for those who are caring for an
olderloved one.

•

Remember, EAP services are private and
confidential, and they are available to you and
members of your household at no cost.

many everyday concerns.
•

We offer various support services for
workgroups, including:
•

crisis support).
•
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Here’s to our team of employees— real people who are making real
sacrifices to care for our patients and their families every day.
You are the soul of UPMC and we thank you.
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